Try on desktop and mobile

Questions to consider..
- Does the URL change?
- Does the design change dramatically?
- Are you prompted?
- Would you switch devices if one experience is better than the other?

http://www.stac.edu/
The design doesn’t change

The Mobile one doesn’t change.. Forcing you to zoom in to properly check links or click the right menus. A minor issue.

On a Windows Phone, this works fine, for the most part. Loads like it does on a computer and merely requires me to zoom in. Sometimes, this can get irritating though.

This design doesn’t change, though the layout is much easier to view on a computer/ larger screen.

http://www.stonybrook.edu
When you click the link on the desktop, it automatically opens the desktop version; on the mobile version it asks whether on not you want the full site or the mobile version

I like that it prompts you between the desktop/mobile. The mobile site is very efficient

The mobile version of the site seems very pleasing. It appears to work well. (Windows Phone)

This particular website allows you to use your preferred version, which makes it much easier to use on an android (though I prefer using it on a desktop).

http://www.cornell.edu
This website also has a mobile version of its website, but it seems a little disorganized with everything after another. Stony Brook did it better.

I don’t particularly like the mobile version on an android. I definitely prefer the desktop version.

http://www.hunter.cuny.edu
URL stays the same on Android os. Despite the obvious screen formatting, the website has the same look to it.
There's no significant change in the design between the desktop and mobile versions.

http://www.socsd.org
so many useless links that no one ever uses
dont like it.

Really busy, looks awful on android. Not so great on desktop either.

https://stac.mrooms.net/
Very annoying to use on an Android phone. Works fine on desktop.

The new desktop version is dumb but it transitions well to the mobile version (android). It looks like a child designed it.

General design is annoying. I don’t like it on android.

http://schools.nyc.gov/default.htm
Looks pretty much the same on mobile and desktop versions. Not a big fan of the design, though.

(chrome/android) layout is the same on both the desktop and mobile; would’ve been nicer if it changed a little for the mobile version so you wouldn’t have to zoom in to see where you want to go. The design is very clear but could be nicer.

http://www.un.org
pretty cool.

Found it confusing to navigate on mobile and desktop.

(chrome/android) I liked the first screen for the desktop version but they could have made it look better on the mobile. The actual webpage after you pick your language could have been designed better for both versions; there’s a lot going on and looks very disorganized.

http://www.uscis.gov/genealogy
Seems to be organized neatly on both platforms; design stays relatively the same on both android and desktop(linux debian), the url does not change.

Pretty good both ways, I think.

http://www.nypl.org
The Mobile site is different from the desktop website. It is streamlined and effective.
Looks good on android.

http://orangeburg-library.org
No change to the URL. Also no change at all with the site’s design. Since there’s no mobile ver
Same design and URL both ways.

http://www.disney.com
The URL doesn’t change. The layout for mobile is a bit more compact than the desktop’s version. No prompt. Typically I prefer the desktop versions to any site as its overall more accessible and easier to use.

The design isn’t that different on either and transitions well between both platforms.

http://www.starbucks.com
The design works well for both the mobile and desktop sites; the url doesn’t change

Pretty good both ways. Easy to navigate.

http://www.google.com
doesn’t have a lot but it works for me

It doesn’t change at all it stays the same.
simple, works on both sites

For some unknown reason I can’t access google through my iphone, it used to work fine and now it doesn’t.

Simple to use/navigate both ways.

http://www.nydailynews.com/
The site is similar on both interfaces.

http://www.buzzfeed.com
The layout on my android (chrome) looks different from the desktop browser. the mobile version is a bit easier to navigate.

Mobile version is much nicer (also using android and chrome).
http://www.thesearethings.com
(android, chrome) The mobile website does not change, and the assets on the site move when you try to zoom in or move around the site. It makes using the website ineffect.

http://mauriciogiraldo.com/lab/scrollnyc
On the Desktop (chrome) the site is fully functional. When i tried it on my android device it said that the requested url was not found on this server. I double checked it to see if i typed it correctly and it displayed the same message everytime.

Have a nice weekend.